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What non-legal subject would be most helpful to study during a legal education in order to create more
well-rounded legal advocates?

Psychology gives legal education an edge

Psychology is a subject that has often been overlooked when it comes to legal education,

but it has the potential to be incredibly helpful in creating more well-rounded legal advocates.

Even though it is a non-legal subject, It can be a new insight on how we think in legal education.

By understanding the psychological principles and theories that underlie human behavior, legal

professionals can better understand the motivations and decision-making processes of clients,

witnesses, and even judges and juries. Having an Understanding of the psychological factors that

can influence legal decisions can be very important. This knowledge can help lawyers craft more

effective arguments and strategies, leading to more successful outcomes in legal cases.

One of the key psychological principles that can be useful in legal education is the

concept of cognitive biases. Cognitive biases are systematic errors in thinking that can lead

people to make irrational or biased decisions. There are many other examples, the confirmation

bias is the tendency to seek out information that confirms our existing beliefs, while the

anchoring bias is the tendency to rely too heavily on the first piece of information we receive.

Understanding these biases can be incredibly useful for legal professionals, as they can help

lawyers anticipate how witnesses, jurors may react to different pieces of evidence or arguments

and prevent their own biases as a lawyer. For example, if a lawyer knows that a particular

witness is likely to be influenced by the confirmation bias, they can tailor their questioning in a

way that challenges the witness’s existing beliefs, rather than reinforcing them. This can be

crucial in building a strong case and persuading the jury to see things from the lawyer’s

perspective.



Another important psychological concept that can be useful in legal education is the role

of emotions in decision-making. Emotions play a crucial role in how people perceive and

interpret information, and they can often have a powerful influence on our beliefs and actions.

For example, fear can make us more susceptible to persuasion, while anger can lead us to make

impulsive decisions that we later regret. Being able to understand these emotions and how to

properly control emotions in a healthy way to minimize bias.

One of the ways in which psychology can be helpful in a legal setting is in

understanding the motivations and behaviors of individuals involved in legal cases. In criminal

law, for example, psychological theories can be used to shed light on the reasons behind a

person’s actions and help determine their level of responsibility. In civil law, understanding the

psychological factors that contribute to disputes can help attorneys better represent their clients

and effectively argue their cases. Understanding the role of emotions in decision-making can be

incredibly helpful for legal professionals, as it can help them anticipate how emotions may

influence the behavior of clients, witnesses, and jurors. By understanding the emotional states of

these individuals, lawyers can better tailor their arguments and strategies to resonate with them,

leading to more successful outcomes in legal cases.

Furthermore, studying psychology can play a big role and also help legal professionals

better understand the psychological effects of trauma on individuals. Trauma can have a

profound impact on the way people think and act, and it can often lead to distorted memories,

dissociation, and other psychological issues. By understanding these effects, lawyers can better

anticipate how trauma may affect the testimony of witnesses, and they can take steps to help

these individuals cope with the psychological effects of their experiences. This can be incredibly

helpful in building a strong case and ensuring that justice is served. It can also help lawyers



better understand their own thoughts and emotions. Being able to understand it and identify it

properly will help with managing their mental health.

In addition to these psychological principles, studying psychology can also help legal

professionals develop important skills such as critical thinking, problem-solving, and

communication. These skills are crucial in the legal field, as they can help lawyers analyze

complex information, identify key issues, and effectively communicate their arguments to

clients, witnesses, and judges.  When studying psychology there is heavy critical thinkink that

comes to play. By developing these skills, legal professionals can become more effective

advocates having the ability to think deeply and solve issues outside of the box. They can be

more successful in their careers.

Overall, studying psychology can be incredibly helpful for legal education in creating

more well-rounded legal advocates. By understanding psychological principles and theories,

legal professionals can better anticipate the behavior of clients, witnesses, and jurors, handle

their own emotions and biases properly , and they can develop important skills such as critical

thinking and communication. This knowledge and these skills can help lawyers craft more

effective arguments and strategies, leading to more successful outcomes in legal cases. In short,

studying psychology can be incredibly valuable for legal education, and it should be a key part of

any legal education curriculum.
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